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BIRD music presents a fascinating 
field for exploration. What seems 
to the careless glance only a mass 

of unrelated tones becomes under the 
more intense gaze of the student a co-
lierent and systematic structure. The 
gradual development from simple cries 
and ejaculations of the remote past to the 
elaborate combinations of different notes 
that the present offers to the ear has not 
moved in a chance direction, but has 
been under the guidance of a law that 
apparently shapes its course towards a 
fi.xed ideal. 

Such general laws are never perfectly 
uniform in their operation, or we should 
miss that variety which makes natiire so 
attractive. Hence it is not surprising 
that we find in some quarters develop
ment of mere vocalism paramount. 
Birds often have beautiful voices and 
great skill in using them whose songs 
show little appreciation of musical form.. 
The mocking-bird and canary are strik
ing examples of this class. On the other 
hand, many birds, such as the wood-
thrush and chewink, with perhaps small
er compass aiid less brilliant execution, 
must be ranked higher when judged by 
the composition of their songs. 

It will doubtless occur to the critical 
reader that it is incorrect to judge bird 
music by the standard by which human 
music is tested. The student of the 
philosophy of music, in particular, will 
feel satisfied that from the apparently for
tuitous manner in v.diich we have acquired 
our present musical standard the develop
ment of bird m.usic must necessarily be 
moving in another direction and along 
different lines. But however cogent the 
grounds for this belief may seem, in
vestigation shows that iJiere is strihing 

evidence that the evolution of bird music 
has paralleled the evolution of human 
music, and that hoth are tending toward 
the same ideal. 

The history of human melody dis
closes that the pleasing features of songs 
which appeal to the Ksthetic taste of 
civilized man have been gradual accre
tions during the progress of music from 
its starting-point. Rhythm, or the met
rical division of musical utterances; 
tones of fixed pitch, wliich, passing 
through various stages, have become 
limited to those that constitute our pres
ent scale — seven in the diatonic and 
twelve in the chromatic; the sense of 
juodern tonality—the constant mental 
reference throughout a melody to a 
tonic, or key-note,—all these have de
veloped at different stages of progress. • 
Other ffisthetic rules have also become es
tablished, prominent among which is that 
of repetition. Rejietition of single notes, 
of single phrases (on the same or a 
diiferent pitch), and of combinations 
of phrases, all have their pleasurable 
effect. 

Xow if we find many of these features 
characterizing bird music, or any part of 
it, remembering that the modern com
plex structure of bird songs has grown 
from a very simple beginning, and that 
this evolution is unquestionably inde
pendent of our own, we shall have good 
reason to believe that the development 
of bird music has been along lines sim
ilar to those on which human music has 
developed. If it can be shown that various 
species of birds use the intervals of our 
modern scale, and utter their notes in such 
sequence as to produce melodies that are 
pleasing to our cars (which test them by 
the rules by which human melodies are 
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tested), the conclusion seems strong that 
bird music and human music have much 
closer relationship tlian has heretofore 
been suspected. 

I t has been denied and affirmed fre
quently that the birds use the intervals 
of our melodic scale. Most writers 
that hold to the negative are inclined 
to except one or two birds, sucli as the 
European cuckoo, which, they usually 
state, sings a true third. If this were 
the only case noted, it would still go 
far to support the idea of a relation-
shixi between the development of human 
and avian music; but to the cuckoo must 
be added various other birds. The Caro
lina wren, song-sparrow, field-sparrow, 
chickadee, wood-thrush, clicwink, wood-
poweo, tufted titmouse, blue-gray gnat-
catclier, and robin are a random few of 
those that, occasionally at least, use the 
intervals of our scale. I do not mean 
by this to assert that their notes never 
vary by a shade from the exact tones 
of which our scale is scientifically con
structed—that tried, for example, by a 
resonator such as is used to test over
tones they would be found to correspond 
identically in number of vibrations with 
the notes of the true scale; but 1 do 
mean to say that their tones are usually 
so close to the tones of our scale as to 
satisfy the ordinary requirements of a 
musical ear. They are quite as true as 
those generally uttered by Imman throats. 
Hence it may be stated with confidence 
that in their choice of intervals such 
birds as I have mentioned are often gov
erned by the requirements of our mod
ern scale. 

As I write, the song of a song-sparrow 
enters the window beside which I sit at 
work, the first part of which consists of 
a perfect fifth repeated thrice: 

J = 

^gzpv^^.^-: 
t ztr.zri y - y*-

beat so marked as to convey the fanciful 
impression that the singer was a most 
unwilling performer: 

I t has been my custom latterly, where 
it is possible, to give the metronome num
ber with each notation that I make in the 
field (which is, of course, not feasible un
less the song can be divided into regular 
beats), and very few notations made 
within the past three or four years arc 
without this indication of appreciation of 
time on the part of the singer. 

The use of repetition among birds is 
very common with some species; and 
whether it be in the repetition of a single 
note, with which the song-sparrow fre
quently begins its song, as in the fol
lowing example: 

J - i92._ 

m^^^ 
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or in the repetition of a phrase, as in one 
from a tufted titmouse: 

J=i6S. 

or in a few selected from the many and 
varied utterances of the Carolina wren: 
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J . =72-The sense of rhythm, like -the use of 
diatonic intervals, is variously developed 
among birds. Perhaps the Carolina wren 
is the strictest timist that I have listen
ed to, though one chcwink song showed 
an almost absurd attention to time. It or many other repetitions of single notes 
was uttered with an emphasis on each or phrases, v '̂hich could just as readily 
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be adduced for illustration were it neces
sary, we find the same evidence that the 
birds, like ourselves, are apparently 
pleased by these rhythmic recurrences. 

Repetition of the same phrase on an
other pitch is an effect commonly used 
bj' human composers. Examples may be 
found in the old English song " Down 
among the Dead Men," Grieg's " Ara-
bische Tanz," Pinsuti 's " Duschinka," and 
many other compositions for voice or 
instrument. I have noted two instances 
of this effect in bird music—this beauti
ful example from a wood-thrush: 

that would do credit to a composer en
dowed with human heart and brain 
and sympathy: 

J = 128.. • 

i g ^ 3 = a E a 
^=g^?±^ 

m 
More attractive still, from the stand

point of sentiment, was the following 
combination of two phrases uttered by a 
particularly accomplished chewink: 

:6o. 
> , ^ 

3 i t 
M S ^ ^ W m^ S 
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and this remarkable and melodious ut
terance of a blue-gray gnatcateher, a 
bird whose ordinary songs have little 
of the coherent or rhythmical in their 
structure: 

It I'egularly alternated these phi'ases, 
leaving a pause between sufficient to ef
fectively disconnect them, yet not so 
great as to destroy the proper sequence. 

I cannot refrain from quoting, as a 
further example, a little field - sparrow 
theme which, simple though it be, has a 
charming grace when it steals over a 
meadow on which lingers the last trace 
of golden light from the setting sun: 

:t=t ^ P P P y - ^ H » - f » ^ 

(It should be explained that the phrases 
of the gnatcateher were not rendered in 
the sequence liere shown, but that each 
was given indiscriminately on one of 
the three different degrees of pitch 
indicated, never, however, moving more 
than one tone up or down from the 
last uttered. 

The wood-thrush is justly praised as 
one of our most charming singers. 
This estimate is no doubt largely owing 
to the beautiful quality of its tones, but 
a reference to the example of wood-thrush 
music just given will show that in some 
part at least it is due to the beauty of 
the melodic arrangement of notes. I 
have, too, among my notations a spright
ly bit of melody from a song-sparrow 

I know of no sound in nature more com
pletely harmonious with the serenity of 
a summer evening than this simple ves
per hymn of the field-sparrow. 

Effective combinations are frequently 
produced by separate birds singing an-
tijihonal phrases. Simeon Pease Cheney 
gives an example of this form of respon
sive singing taken from chickadees.* I 
have heard Carolina chickadees thus com
bining their songs, and have noted oth
er examples of antiphonal music in the 
singing of field-sparrows, song-sparrows, 
meadow-larks, and chewinks. A few are 
given liere and on the next page: 

FIELD-SPARROW NO. 1. 

^yood ^'otes WUd, p. 28, 1801. 
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il 
FIELD-SPARROW N O . 2. 

i 
. — f - . _ ^ — , ^ 

u 1 1 1 3 

second phrase originated as a direct re
sponse to the first. The same may be said 
of an example from the chewinl^: 

CHEWINK No. I 

J =84. 
CHEWINK N O . 2. 

^ y o 

MEADOW-LARK N O . I . 

;72. 
MEADOW-LARK N O . 2. 

-»- -«-
::a^t: 

A noteworthy incident was connected 
with the duet of the meadow-larks. Af
ter they had sung responsively as here 
shown for a while, both began singing 
slightly out of tune, and in a short time, 
by gradual degrees, they had exchanged 
parts, so that No. 1 sang the phrase 
originally sung by No. 2, while No. 2 
sang that originally uttered by No. L 
This was a musical feat that human 
singers would doubtless find it difficult 
to imitate. I have also heard a musical 
answer to the bit of melody just now 
quoted from the song-sparrow: 

J--=i2S.. . . ^ . 

te t = t ~m^^ v=e=?±R: 

mm 
J = I 2 8 . 

v ^ : t= m^^ 
:t U. 

and although this could hardly be said 
to be antiphonal singing, as I heard it, 
since the answering phrase was sung a 
year later than the original phrase, and 
at a point forty miles distant, yet I am 
strongly inclined to believe that the 

-^—^ 
z u^ 

•^t i£& 
The second phrase was separated from 

tlie first by a year of time, although it 
was delivered in the same locality. Both 
may have been given by the same bird, 
the later being merely a variation of the 
earlier; but in view of the antiphonal 
practice among certain species, including 
tlie chewink, it is also possible that the 
later form was originally derived from 
tlie other as a direct answer. In these 
instances of antiphonal singing the second 
plirase is not merely an answer to the 
first; it is a musical ansrver. I t seems 
probable that the birds derive esthetic 
enjoyment from such singing, much the 
same as we should ourselves obtain 
from it. 

But the most remarkable instance of 
appreciation of form in music that I 
have noted comes from the wood-pewee, 
a bird whose structural development is 
not sufficiently advanced to bring its pos
sessor within the class technically known 
as singing birds. Analysis of the ballad 
form in human music shows that repeti
tion plays an important part, and that 
the few phrases that are required to build 
up a song Iiave a certain symmetrical ar
rangement. There is, in the simplest 
form, a first theme, an answering theme 
ending with a note that leaves the musical 
satisfaction suspended, a repetition of 
the first theme, and a repetition of the 
second theme (exactly or in general char
acter), ending with a satisfying note, the 
key-note. The notation of " Home, Sweet 
H o m e " at the top of the next page 
will serve to illustrate both the sys
tematic arrangement of themes and 
the mcagreness of material used. 

Many of our hymn tunes follow this 
form, cither exactly or approximately. 

Now the wood - pewee, with no other 
material than those few plaintive, dis-
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connected phrases that haunt the mid
summer woods, has constructed on this 
same plan a set devotional piece for its 
morning and evening orisons, which I 
have often heard it sing over and over in 
strict time, as though there were so many 
verses that had to be rendered before it 
could utter the final amen: 

Here, it will be observed, all the re
quirements mentioned above are fulfilled. 
The first and third phrases are identical; 
the second and fourth similar in charac
ter, the second leaving the musical satis
faction suspended, the fourth appropri
ately finishing the verse. Different birds 
vary the construction of this song, but ev-
-ery rendition I have heard contains more 
or less of the adherence to form here 
displayed, and contrasts strikingly with 
the character of the usual utterances of 
the bird. 

I ha\-e also heard an individual wood-
thrush utter a triple-phrased song that, 
while not showing the strict convention
ality of that of the wood-pewee, yet ex
hibited a certain degree of formality in 
its construction: 

, ' = 1 3 2 . 

% - ^ as? 
m^ 

- ^ • - i 

¥ 
3 ^ - ^ S : 

This combination of musically related 
phrases was repeated many times without 
variation or addition. 

In the very formal wood-pewee com
position there is apparently a distinct 
appreciation of modern tonality. But I 
scarcely feel warranted yet in crediting 

any of the birds with a complete under
standing of the nature of this scsthetic 
requirement. In the variations I have 
mentioned the wood-pewee frequently 
substitutes the second of the scale for the 
tonic as a closing note, and in songs of 
other birds I have not been able to per
ceive with certainty any preference for 
a definite key-note. Omitting the ques
tion of tonality, as yet doubtful, we find 
in bird music use of the intervals of our 
scale, appreciation of regular rhythm, 
rejietition of single notes and phrases, 
the latter on the same or a different pitch, 
antiphonal effects, and finally a combina
tion of themes in set form. 

Xow in view of these numerous and 
certainly remarkable instances of con
formity to the aesthetic rules that govern 
our music, an explanation based on co
incidence seems scarcely tenable. Yet, 
on the other hand, if we credit the birds 
with intelligent performances, we can 
hardly escape the idea that in the evolu
tion of their music they are closely 
paralleling our advance. And when we 
consider the comparatively recent date 
at which we have developed some of the 
formal rules of melodic structure with 
which their most advanced musicians 
seem to be familiar—rules that are not 
yet appreciated by a large proportion of 
humanitj'—we can but feel that we ha^'e 
hitherto scarcely accorded these humble 
minstrels of wood and field their due. Per
haps we have not given sufficient signifi
cance to the fact that man and bird are the 
only creatures that use separate notes of 
determinate pitch in their music. Per
haps, too, we have missed the importance 
of the fact that the birds alone of the en
tire animal kingdom are capable of being 
taught to reproduce human melodies. 
But if the principle here tentatively sug
gested should prove unimpeachable—and 
I am well aware how greatlj' it conflicts 
with the conclusions of many leading in
vestigators of evolution—we must accord 
a tardy recognition to the musical rank 
of our fellow-musician of the tree-top. 
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My Rosary 
BY JOHN IV. FIN LEY 

A CHILD of the sky on a sijring-time day. 
Pleasing her fancy in chiklish phiy. 
Made her a neckhiee of beads of clay. 

Colored in all of the luies of light. 

Argent and garnet and gold and green, 
And beads of her radiance incarnadine, 
Fashioned of earth, but of heaven's sheen, 

Fairest of gems in her fingers white. 

She wove her her necklace that spring-time day 
Till the shadows came creeping and stopi^ed her play; 
Then putting the little earth beads away. 

She waited the morning to make them bright. 

The dawnlight came and the gray beads kissed 
To ruby and sapphire and amethyst, 
Spectrum of hope through my grief's tear mist— 

The child woke not with the passing night. 

The beads she wove are my rosary now, 
Not beads that are sombre of penance and vow. 
But counting my thoughts of the day when Thou 

Wilt give her back to our loving sight. 

iiiitnr's famf Cjinir. 

AQUESTION which vexed this seat 
of judgment last month with re
spect to the revival of Dickens 

recurs in the presence of the fine new 
edition of Samuel Richardson's novels 
which Professor William Lyon Phelps is 
editing so interestingly, with many out
ward efFects of assisting at a renaissance. 
Is it a renaissance, or is it only the con
tinuance of a mood, a taste, a feeling, sueh 
as in other branches of art brings now 
the Chippendale forms, and now the Louis 
Quinze, upon the carpet? Does the read
ing world care more at this moment for 
the great master of realistic moralism 
than it has cared at any other moment of 
the hvmdred and fifty years since it cared 
so enormously, so almost exclusively, for 
him ? Hardly; yet Mr. Phelps is not wrong 
in recognizing the existence of a sort of 
eclectic interest, somewhat peculiarly 
characteristic of our time, which invites 

Vol.. CV—No. 63V.-56 

a fresh appeal in all cases apparently 
adjudicated, and to which he confidently 
comes with an author declined indeed 
from his primal pre-eminence, but never 
forgotten, or wholly neglected. The 
Richardson incident was never really 
closed; it was rather put aside for future 
settlement, while criticism agreed upon a 
sort of modus vircndi into which its con
sideration did not enter. During the cen
tury that passed from the great day when 
Professor Gellevt of the LTniversity of 
Leipsic pronounced " Homer immortal, 
but . . . Richardson more immortal 
dill, to the fateful hour when Eng
lish India was oificially convulsed over a 
copy of Clarissa Harloire. lent the Govern
or-General, the commander-in-ehief, and 
their wives by her adorer JMacaulay, who 
testifies that the Chief Justice could not 
read her story for weeping, there has not 
been a period of literary consciousness 
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